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Community medication 
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Nursing 

Mental health teams,
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Secondary care inpatients
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Community medication 
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Current position

No clear visibility of other prescribers actions

Patient often only the knows the whole picture

No clear governance

Non- standardised representation of medication 

between systems

Current position
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standardised representation of medication 



What’s the problem?

Significant patient safety issue

confusion and inefficiency

transitions of care

unscheduled care

day to day care

What’s the problem?

Significant patient safety issue

confusion and inefficiency



What’s the solution?

‘Closing the Loop’ commission

‘patient medication record’

‘community’ record

Inpatient prescribing excluded other than at 

transitions of care
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Supported Meds ReconciliationSupported Meds Reconciliation



Danish single me

database

medication record 

database



The technical challenges

Where does the medication information live?

Single central database

Health Board database

GP system

Performance vs. politics?

The technical challenges

Where does the medication information live?

Single central database



The people challenges

How does governance work?How does governance work?

What is the role of the GP?

How are clinical conflicts resolved?

What is the role of the patient / carer?What is the role of the patient / carer?

“Washing our dirty laundry?”
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The interoperability challenges

How do we resolve the ‘wicked’ interoperability How do we resolve the ‘wicked’ interoperability 

issues?

Standardised, computable ‘medication models’

Product vs. dose based prescriptions

Computable dose timings

‘Medication event’ vs. ‘Medication statement’
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Playing all the right notes?

NHS Scotland GP messaging

Emergency Care Summary / Key Information Summary

SCI Referral (Gateway) 

ePharmacy

NHS Data Services API (portals)

GP2GP (2015)GP2GP (2015)

Each developed by a different teams

non-interoperable representations of medication

replicated *4 around the UK

Playing all the right notes?

Emergency Care Summary / Key Information Summary

interoperable representations of medication



Medication models

Based on GP2GP medication modelsBased on GP2GP medication models

merge in requirements for

ECS / KIS / ePharmacy / SCI

Other UK models : SCR, IHR, EPS2Other UK models : SCR, IHR, EPS2

Aligned with PRSB / RCP Headings

Can we persuade systems suppliers to adopt?
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Modelling approach

Based on openEHR but technology neutral

models of ‘clinical content’

Exchange -> messages / APIs

SCI-XML, GP2GP, HL7 FHIR inte

can be used natively inside openEHR

systems

Aligned with dm+d, CUI
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can be used natively inside openEHR-based 



open, shared data models 

‘Archetypes

Clinically-led + collaboratively authoredClinically-led + collaboratively authored
– open-source ‘crowd-sourcing’ methodology

– Shared open repository  ‘CC

Agility in response to contin
demand
– Clear ownership, change request mechanism– Clear ownership, change request mechanism

– Tight version control

open, shared data models -

‘Archetypes

led + collaboratively authoredled + collaboratively authored
sourcing’ methodology

Shared open repository  ‘CC-BY-SA’ licence

tinually changing clinical 

Clear ownership, change request mechanismClear ownership, change request mechanism





Product vs dose based 

prescribing

Product:

Unavoidable

Dose:

Product:

due to  difference in the process of 

inpatient vs. outpatient prescribing
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Dose syntax??

How can we capture a prescription like …

“Co-codamol 8mg/500mg/5ml oral suspension 5
10mls 4-6hourly for 7 days for pain, maximum 

40mls daily”

that makes the drug name

and maximum dosage computable

Dose syntax??

How can we capture a prescription like …

codamol 8mg/500mg/5ml oral suspension 5-
6hourly for 7 days for pain, maximum 

40mls daily”

me, dose amount, timing 

and maximum dosage computable



Dose syntax 

GP, outpatient, community prescriptions

support automated medicines reconciliation at transitions of care

calculate Total Daily Dose for quality assessment purposes

explore usage as data entry method

Out of scope

inpatient prescriptions 

complex GP prescriptions 

patient usage instructions ‘before meals, ‘take with  water’
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Dose syntax 

Blue Wave / English NHS /CfH Dose syntax workBlue Wave / English NHS /CfH Dose syntax work

Comprehensive, complex

Low uptake

Uni. Dundee ‘EBNF’ Dose syntaxUni. Dundee ‘EBNF’ Dose syntax

Successful use as research tool

Confined to GP prescriptions
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Archetype 

+ Dose syntax

Proposed solution is a mix 

of archetype’ structural 

model + parsable syntax 

which carries dose amount 

+ timing

“10mg td”

“3 n”

which carries dose amount 



Examples IExamples I
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Where are we now?

Medication models about to be published

going through PRSB approval

being used in some NHS

Dose syntax near completion

then goes to implementers for consultation

Where are we now?

Medication models about to be published

going through PRSB approval
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Dose syntax near completion

then goes to implementers for consultation





NHSS Medication models in useNHSS Medication models in use



Patient-driven medication 

reconciliation

driven medication 

reconciliation





Dose syntax ‘in trial use’Dose syntax ‘in trial use’



Balls and windageBalls and windage



Traditional standards 

development
Traditional standards 

development

Clinical stakeholders Clinical stakeholders 

engage through top-down

governance

Committee-based

Late vendor engagement

Fixed review cycles

Unclear / unresponsive 

change request 

mechanism



Are ‘Standards’ necessary?Are ‘Standards’ necessary?

http://www.woodcotehttp://www.woodcote
consulting.com/farwe

to-ruthless-
standardisation/

http://coiera.comhttp://coiera.com
13/11/01/are-

standards-
necessary/



Clinically-led standards 

development

Clinical 

content

service

led standards 

development

Clinical stakeholders, 
vendors engage direct
with clinically-led conte
service

Continual dialogue with
stakeholders via web-b
collaborative tooling

No fixed review cycles

On-demand change re
directly to clinical conte
service

PRSB has high-level 
governance role



Web-based clinical reviewbased clinical review



Web-based clinical collaborationbased clinical collaboration



Implementer

Evolutionary standardisation

‘distributed Governance’

s

Secondary 

endorsemen

tt

Evolutionary standardisation

‘distributed Governance’



PRSB: Publication and 

Endorsement
PRSB: Publication and 

Endorsement

Project editors decide on Project editors decide on 

formal publication, acting a

“Benign Dictators”

Professional bodies, vendo

and PRSB may Endorse

resource as a secondary 

exercise

this does not restrain the this does not restrain the 

formal publication process

“By Royal Appointment

PRSB hires and fires Edito



For discussion

Does it make sense to host a single community Does it make sense to host a single community 

medication record in GP systems?

Does it need overall governance by ?? GP?

Are we wrong to exclude inpatient prescribing?

Should we ‘try harder’ with the dose syntax?Should we ‘try harder’ with the dose syntax?

Does it make sense to try 

For discussion

Does it make sense to host a single community Does it make sense to host a single community 

medication record in GP systems?

Does it need overall governance by ?? GP?

Are we wrong to exclude inpatient prescribing?

Should we ‘try harder’ with the dose syntax?Should we ‘try harder’ with the dose syntax?

try to ‘do standards’ differently?


